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ADVANCED UNIT 5 (B2)



Activity group(s): 2 Number of exercises: 222



Advanced Unit 5a (23 activity (ies) 02:22:35) Keywords [16 word(s)] to agree (v.) to begin (v.) budget challenging contract deadline difficult factory to launch (v.) manufacturer to mean (v.) partner to produce (v.) to recruit (v.) to sign (v.) urgent



Dialogue: Explore [1 exercises] 1



Thanks for coming. Let's get the meeting started. 2 2 2



Good afternoon, Ken. I'm pleased to be here. It's nice to be here.



2



I would like to discuss our new product. Fine. Me, too. Are you talking about the mini camera project? I would also like to talk about it.
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Great! That's right! Excellent!



3 3 3
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3



We will start the mini camera project in December. I see, will we start before the 15th? Will we begin before the 15th, then? Right, so we'll start before Christmas.



4



Yes, for summer vacation. Yes, it is quite urgent. Yes, it is quite urgent.



6 6 6



I agree. I agree. I agree.



7 7 7



I'll tell Human Resources. I'll tell Human Resources. I'll tell Human Resources.



8 8 8



Yes, a hundred thousand dollars. A hundred thousand dollars. Yes, exactly.



9 9 9



Will we need to recruit more skilled employees? Yes, we will need 4 more skilled employees. We'll need to recruit 3 more employees. I'll need 2 more employees.



8



5 5 5



4



The camera will be pocket-sized. A pocket-sized camera will be difficult to make. That will be complicated to produce. To manufacture a pocket-sized camera will be difficult.



7



Yes, I do. Yes, our new German partners. Yes, our new German partners.



4



We will launch the product in August. Will it be in stores in August? That's a tight deadline. We will launch the product soon, then!



6



4



Our partners will come on Monday. Do you mean our German partners? From the German factory? Will we sign the contract with the German manufacturers?



5



Yes. In fact, we'll sign the contract next week. Yes. In fact, we'll sign the contract next week. Yes. In fact, we'll sign the contract next week.



We must stay within the budget! The budget is a hundred thousand dollars? How much is the budget? Within the hundred thousand dollar budget?
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9



That's all for now. Thank you for your time. I'm very excited about this project. It's a very challenging project! This will be a challenging project!



Word Pronunciation [16 word(s)] to agree to begin budget challenging contract deadline difficult factory to launch manufacturer to mean partner to produce to recruit to sign urgent



Key grammar explanations [1 grammar point(s)] 1



The future
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Grammar Practice [4 exercises] 1



Conjugate as in the example. Example: I (to need) to recruit



2



I need to recruit



he (to need) to launch



he needs to launch



we (to need) to begin



we need to begin



they (to need) to sign



they need to sign



it (to need) to be



it needs to be



you (to need) to discuss



you need to discuss



I (to need) to go



I need to go



Conjugate as in the example. Example: I (to start)



I will start



you (to go)



you will go you'll go



she (to discuss)



she will discuss she'll discuss



we (to be)



we will be we'll be



they (to recruit)



they will recruit they'll recruit



I (to talk about)



I will talk about I'll talk about



he (to begin)



he will begin he'll begin



The future
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3



Conjugate as in the example. Example: I (to start)



I'll start



we (to need)



we'll need we will need



you (to sign)



you'll sign you will sign



it (to launch)



it'll launch it will launch



I (to tell)



I'll tell I will tell



they (to produce)



they'll produce they will produce



she (to have)



she'll have she will have



The future



4



Make the following sentences negative. Example: I will start



I won't start



he will manufacture



he won't manufacture he will not manufacture he'll not manufacture



they'll recruit



they won't recruit they will not recruit they'll not recruit



you will make



you won't make you will not make you'll not make



she'll agree



she won't agree she will not agree she'll not agree



I will come



I won't come I will not come I'll not come



we'll be



we won't be we will not be we'll not be



The future



Sentence Pronunciation [27 sentence(s)] Good afternoon, Ken.
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I'm pleased to be here. It's nice to be here. Fine. Me, too. Are you talking about the mini camera project? I would also like to talk about it. I see, will we start before the 15th? Will we begin before the 15th, then? Right, so we'll start before Christmas. Do you mean our German partners? From the German factory? Will we sign the contract with the German manufacturers? Will it be in stores in August? That's a tight deadline. We will launch the product soon, then! A pocket-sized camera will be difficult to make. That will be complicated to produce. To manufacture a pocket-sized camera will be difficult. Yes, we will need 4 more skilled employees. We'll need to recruit 3 more employees. I'll need 2 more employees. The budget is a hundred thousand dollars? How much is the budget? Within the hundred thousand dollar budget? I'm very excited about this project. It's a very challenging project! This will be a challenging project!



Picture/Word Association with speech recognition [2 exercises] 1 a factory a deadline a product a contract a project



2 a camera a budget a project an employee a meeting
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Dialogue: Expression [1 exercises] 1



Thanks for coming. Let's get the meeting started. Good afternoon, Ken. I'm pleased to be here. It's nice to be here.



2



I would like to discuss our new product. Fine. Me, too. Are you talking about the mini camera project? I would also like to talk about it.



3



Will we begin before the 15th, then? Right, so we'll start before Christmas.



Yes. In fact, we'll sign the contract next week. Yes. In fact, we'll sign the contract next week. Yes. In fact, we'll sign the contract next week.



4



Yes, I do. Yes, our new German partners. Yes, our new German partners.



5 5 5



Yes, for summer vacation. Yes, it is quite urgent. Yes, it is quite urgent.



6 6 6



I agree. I agree. I agree.



7 7 7



4 4



We will launch the product in August. Will it be in stores in August? That's a tight deadline. We will launch the product soon, then!



6



3 3 3



Our partners will come on Monday. Do you mean our German partners? From the German factory? Will we sign the contract with the German manufacturers?



5



Great! That's right! Excellent!



We will start the mini camera project in December. I see, will we start before the 15th?



4



2 2 2



The camera will be pocket-sized. A pocket-sized camera will be difficult to make. That will be complicated to produce. To manufacture a pocket-sized camera will be difficult.
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7



Will we need to recruit more skilled employees? Yes, we will need 4 more skilled employees. We'll need to recruit 3 more employees. I'll need 2 more employees.



8



8 8 8



Yes, a hundred thousand dollars. A hundred thousand dollars. Yes, exactly.



9 9 9



We must stay within the budget! The budget is a hundred thousand dollars? How much is the budget? Within the hundred thousand dollar budget?



9



I'll tell Human Resources. I'll tell Human Resources. I'll tell Human Resources.



That's all for now. Thank you for your time. I'm very excited about this project. It's a very challenging project! This will be a challenging project!



Sentence Practice [7 exercises] 1



Conjugate as in the example. Example: We (to start) in December.



We will start in December.



I (to need) 20 more employees.



I will need 20 more employees. I'll need 20 more employees.



That (to be) complicated.



That will be complicated. That'll be complicated.



We (to launch) the product in August.



We will launch the product in August. We'll launch the product in August.



The future
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2



Conjugate as in the example. Example: We (to start) in December.



We will start in December.



The camera (to be) pocket-sized.



The camera will be pocket-sized.



We (to begin) on Monday.



We will begin on Monday. We'll begin on Monday.



You (to have) a lot of work to do.



You will have a lot of work to do. You'll have a lot of work to do.



The future



3



Conjugate as in the example. Example: We (to start) in December.



We will start in December.



He (to launch) the product before Christmas.



He will launch the product before Christmas. He'll launch the product before Christmas.



We (to begin) the project before January.



We will begin the project before January. We'll begin the project before January.



I (to sign) the contract on Monday.



I will sign the contract on Monday. I'll sign the contract on Monday.



The future



4



Conjugate as in the example. Example: We start in December.



We will start in December.



She recruits 30 more employees.



She will recruit 30 more employees. She'll recruit 30 more employees. She will recruit thirty more employees. She'll recruit thirty more employees.



They come on Monday.



They will come on Monday. They'll come on Monday.



You talk about the mini camera project.



You will talk about the mini camera project. You'll talk about the mini camera project.



The future
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5



Conjugate as in the example. Example: We start in December.



We will start in December.



We need to begin before Christmas.



We will need to begin before Christmas. We'll need to begin before Christmas.



It is a very tight deadline.



It will be a very tight deadline. It'll be a very tight deadline.



They launch the pocket-sized camera in August.



They will launch the pocket-sized camera in August. They'll launch the pocket-sized camera in August.



The future



6



Reformulate as in the example. Example: It will be in stores in August. He will sign the contract with the German manufacturers.



Will he sign the contract with the German manufacturers?



We will launch the product in January.



Will we launch the product in January?



I'll need to recruit more employees.



Will I need to recruit more employees?



Questions without interrogative words



7



Will it be in stores in August?



The future



Reformulate as in the example. Example: It will be in stores in August.



Will it be in stores in August?



She will begin the project before December.



Will she begin the project before December?



They will stay within the budget.



Will they stay within the budget?



You will tell Human Resources.



Will you tell Human Resources?



Questions without interrogative words
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The Right Word with speech recognition [6 exercises] 1



We will launch the product in August. sign talk recruit



2



We'll sign the contract next week. product camera deadline



3



We will recruit more employees. start begin launch



4



Our partners will come on Monday. camera stores factory



5



The budget is a hundred thousand dollars. partner time deadline



6



It's a very challenging project. meeting right left



Word Association [1 exercises] 1



Match the words from the dialogue with their synonyms on the right. to start to make to discuss



to begin to produce to talk about



Mystery Phrase [1 exercises] 1



The department that recruits. Human Resources
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Dialogue: Comprehension [1 exercises] 1



Thanks for coming. Let's get the meeting started. Good afternoon, Ken. I'm pleased to be here. It's nice to be here. A tripod is a good idea, too. Within the hundred thousand dollar budget? I enjoy creating new things. How much is the budget? Do you mean our German partners?



2



Yes, exactly. A hundred thousand dollars. Yes, I do.



I would like to discuss our new product. Fine. Me, too. Are you talking about the mini camera project? I would also like to talk about it. I think I prefer the case idea. We should contact them immediately. That's a tight deadline. I'll contact them right away. Yes, what can I do for you, Wendy?



3



2 2 2



Great! That's right! Excellent!



3 3 3



Yes, it is quite urgent.



We will start the mini camera project in December. I see, will we start before the 15th? Will we begin before the 15th, then? Right, so we'll start before Christmas.



Yes. In fact, we'll sign the contract next week. Yes. In fact, we'll sign the contract next week. Yes. In fact, we'll sign the contract next week.



Don't mention it, Wendy. I'm always happy to give my opinion. No, I prefer working alone. Yes, what can I do for you, Wendy? I'll contact them right away.
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4 4 4



4



Our partners will come on Monday. Do you mean our German partners? From the German factory? Will we sign the contract with the German manufacturers? I'll need 2 more employees. Yes, it is a heavy workload. We'll need to recruit 3 more employees. I think we should increase the budget. The budget is a hundred thousand dollars?



5



I'll tell Human Resources. Yes, a hundred thousand dollars.



Yes, for summer vacation. Yes, it is quite urgent. Yes, it is quite urgent.



6 6 6



I agree. I agree. I agree.



7 7 7



I'll tell Human Resources. I'll tell Human Resources. I'll tell Human Resources.



8 8 8



The camera will be pocket-sized. A pocket-sized camera will be difficult to make. That will be complicated to produce. To manufacture a pocket-sized camera will be difficult. Glad I could help, Wendy. I'll contact them right away. I agree, it's a heavy workload. I'm pleased to be here. I prefer working alone.



7



5 5 5



We will launch the product in August. Will it be in stores in August? That's a tight deadline. We will launch the product soon, then! Yes, we ought to contact them as soon as possible. I think I prefer the case idea. I prefer working alone. Sure, how can I help you? I agree, it's a heavy workload.



6



Yes, I do. Yes, our new German partners. Yes, our new German partners. I'll tell Human Resources.



Will we need to recruit more skilled employees? Yes, we will need 4 more skilled employees. We'll need to recruit 3 more employees. I'll need 2 more employees. Great! I love designing things. Fine. Me, too. It's nice to be here. Right, so we'll start before Christmas.



Great! Yes. In fact, we'll sign the contract next week.



I think I prefer the case idea.
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8



We must stay within the budget! Yes, a hundred thousand dollars. A hundred thousand dollars. Yes, exactly.



The budget is a hundred thousand dollars? How much is the budget? Within the hundred thousand dollar budget? I prefer working alone. I think I prefer the case idea. Good afternoon, Ken. Yes, we ought to contact them as soon as possible. Do you mean our German partners?



9



Yes, I do.



That's all for now. Thank you for your time. I'm very excited about this project. It's a very challenging project! This will be a challenging project! I agree, it's a heavy workload. I'll contact them right away. That's a tight deadline. I prefer working alone. A pocket-sized camera will be difficult to make.



Yes, it is quite urgent. I agree.



Phonetics Exercise [2 phoneme(s)]



B



bought



n



understand student friends plane finance scenery wine



Picture/Word Association with speech recognition [6 exercises] 1 German Italian Canadian Russian American
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9 9 9



2 Canadian French Italian Chinese Russian



3 Italian Canadian German Russian Chinese



4 French Dutch American British Asian



5 European Asian North American South American African



6 international expensive cheap fast slow
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Mystery Phrase [3 exercises] 1



People from Britain. The British



2



A national of a southern European country. Italian



3



Currency of the United States. American dollars



Dialogue: Expression [1 exercises] 1



You have been planning a trip across the USA for a long time. The big day has arrived. Your plane has just landed in New York and your American Dream is finally coming true. You go up to Immigration still in a daze at what is happening. "Passport, please!" Sorry? Excuse me, I didn't understand. Would you repeat, please?



2



I asked you for your passport! Here it is. Here's my ID. I'm sorry, I don't understand. One moment, please.



3



2 2 2



Thank you.



Hurry up, there's a long line.



I said passport! 6 5 6



Here it is. One moment, please. Sorry, here's my passport.



4



6 4 3 6



Sorry, your ID is of no use. You need a passport to enter the country. But what can I do? Here it is. One moment.
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I need to see your passport or we can't admit you. Thank you. Hurry up, there's a long line.
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5 6 5



5



Do you have that passport? 6 6



Here it is. Sorry, here's my passport.



6



Are you here for business or pleasure? 8 8 7



Pleasure, I'm a tourist. Pleasure, I'm visiting friends. Studying.



7



What do you do for a living? I'm a college student. I'm doing research. I'm writing a thesis.



8



Okay! All right. You should have said so.



8 8 8



Which city are you visiting? 9 9 9 9



New York. Washington. I'm traveling around. Philadelphia.



9



How long are you going to stay? 10 10 10



A month. A couple of weeks. About 40 days.



10



Where will you be living? 11 11 11



With my friends. With an American family. In a student hostel.
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11



Do you have anything to declare? No, nothing. I have $200 on me. I have some bottles of whiskey.



12



Okay, that's fine. 12



How many? Two. Three, I bought them on the plane. Six.
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Sentence Practice [6 exercises] 1



Answer the question as in the example. Example: Do you change planes in Atlanta or New York?



I change planes in either Atlanta or New York.



Will you visit Pittsburgh or Philadelphia?



I'll visit either Pittsburgh or Philadelphia. I'll either visit Pittsburgh or Philadelphia. I'll either visit Pittsburgh or visit Philadelphia. I will visit either Pittsburgh or Philadelphia. I will either visit Pittsburgh or Philadelphia. I will either visit Pittsburgh or visit Philadelphia. We'll visit either Pittsburgh or Philadelphia. We'll either visit Pittsburgh or Philadelphia. We'll either visit Pittsburgh or visit Philadelphia. We will visit either Pittsburgh or Philadelphia. We will either visit Pittsburgh or Philadelphia. We will either visit Pittsburgh or visit Philadelphia.



Does the bus stop in Cleveland or Columbus?



The bus stops either in Cleveland or in Columbus. The bus stops in either Cleveland or Columbus. The bus either stops in Cleveland or in Columbus. The bus either stops in Cleveland or Columbus.



Will we spend the night in Detroit or in Des Moines?



We'll spend the night either in Detroit or in Des Moines. We'll either spend the night in Detroit or in Des Moines. We'll spend the night either in Detroit or Des Moines. We'll either spend the night in Detroit or Des Moines. We'll spend the night in either Detroit or Des Moines. We will spend the night either in Detroit or in Des Moines. We will either spend the night in Detroit or in Des Moines. We will spend the night either in Detroit or Des Moines. We will either spend the night in Detroit or Des Moines. We will spend the night in either Detroit or Des Moines.



'Either . . . or' - 'Neither . . . nor'
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2



Answer the question as in the example. Example: Do you change planes in Atlanta or New York?



I change planes in either Atlanta or New York.



Is he here for business or pleasure?



He's here for either business or pleasure. He's here either for business or for pleasure. He's either here for business or for pleasure. He's either here for business or pleasure. He's either here for business or here for pleasure. He is here for either business or pleasure. He is here either for business or for pleasure. He is either here for business or for pleasure. He is either here for business or pleasure. He is either here for business or here for pleasure.



Is her passport French or Swiss?



Her passport is either French or Swiss. Her passport's either French or Swiss. It's either French or Swiss. It is either French or Swiss.



Are they flying business or coach?



They're either flying business or coach. They're flying either business or coach. They are either flying business or coach. They are flying either business or coach.



'Either . . . or' - 'Neither . . . nor'
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Nationalities: capital letters
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3



Answer the question as in the example. Example: Do you change planes in Atlanta or New York?



I change planes in either Atlanta or New York.



Should we take a taxi or the subway?



We should take either a taxi or the subway. We should either take a taxi or the subway. We should either take a taxi or take the subway. You should take either a taxi or the subway. You should either take a taxi or the subway. You should either take a taxi or take the subway.



Will she drive there or fly there?



She will either drive there or fly there. She'll either drive there or fly there. She will either drive or fly there. She'll either drive or fly there.



Are you eating in or out?



I'm either eating in or eating out. I'm either eating in or out. I'm eating either in or out. I am either eating in or eating out. I am either eating in or out. I am eating either in or out. We're either eating in or eating out. We're either eating in or out. We're eating either in or out. We are either eating in or eating out. We are either eating in or out. We are eating either in or out.



'Either . . . or' - 'Neither . . . nor'
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Contraction of 'to be'
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4



Answer the question as in the example. Example: Do they use a travel agent? (for five years) Does Mariette vacation in Mexico? (for three years)



Mariette's been vacationing in Mexico for three years. Mariette has been vacationing in Mexico for three years. She's been vacationing in Mexico for three years. She has been vacationing in Mexico for three years.



Does Dave work at the airport? (for six months)



Dave's been working at the airport for six months. Dave has been working at the airport for six months. He's been working at the airport for six months. He has been working at the airport for six months.



Does Clara go south for the winter? (for four years)



Clara's been going south for the winter for four years. Clara has been going south for the winter for four years. She's been going south for the winter for four years. She has been going south for the winter for four years.



Use of the present perfect continuous



5



They've been using a travel agent for five years.



Auxiliaries



Answer the question as in the example. Example: Do they use a travel agent? (five years)



They've been using a travel agent for five years.



Does she fly first-class? (since 1998)



She's been flying first-class since 1998. She has been flying first-class since 1998.



Does he work in Chicago? (since last winter)



He's been working in Chicago since last winter. He has been working in Chicago since last winter.



Do you take taxis? (all my life)



I've been taking taxis all my life. I have been taking taxis all my life.



Use of the present perfect continuous Different meanings of 'since'
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'For how long' - 'Since when'
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6



Answer the question as in the example. Example: Do they use a travel agent? (five years)



They've been using a travel agent for five years.



Do you study finance? (since last semester)



I've been studying finance since last semester. I have been studying finance since last semester. We've been studying finance since last semester. We have been studying finance since last semester.



Are you interested in the stock market? (since I was a boy)



I've been interested in the stock market since I was a boy. I have been interested in the stock market since I was a boy.



Do you work on Wall Street? (for years)



I've been working on Wall Street for years. I have been working on Wall Street for years. We've been working on Wall Street for years. We have been working on Wall Street for years.



Use of the present perfect continuous Auxiliaries 'For how long' - 'Since when' Different meanings of 'since' Use of the present perfect



Key grammar explanations [3 grammar point(s)] 1



'For' - 'Since' - 'Ago'
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Nouns and adjectives of nationality
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3



Definite and indefinite articles



Text Transformation [1 exercises] 1



Put the following text into the present perfect continuous. I went sightseeing. I was driving along the coast. I tried to visit the main sights. The sun shone brightly. I was getting lost all day. I planned this trip with a friend. I've wanted to come to America for a long time. I have been sightseeing. I have been driving along the coast. I have been trying to visit the main sights. The sun has been shining brightly. I have been getting lost all day. I have been planning this trip with a friend. I've been wanting to come to America for a long time. Use of the present perfect continuous
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Advanced Unit 5b (17 activity (ies) 01:57:56) Keywords [18 word(s)] ad to approach (v.) case choice commercial feature to fill out (v.) for free infinite mailing list questionnaire range to replace (v.) standard survey unlimited user-friendly valid



Dialogue: Explore [1 exercises] 1



[A customer approaches your stand at the trade fair.] Hello. I'm thinking about buying a new cell phone. Can you tell me about this model? This is our standard cell phone. Sure, this is our most basic cell phone. Yes, this is our most popular model.



2



2 2 2



I saw your commercial on TV last week. Yes, we advertise a lot on TV. Athena often advertises on TV. We have a lot of ads on TV.



3



3 3 3



The commercial said your phones come with a free case. 4



If you bought this model, you would also receive free calling time. Yes, and if you bought today, we would also give you free calling time. We would also give you free calling time if you bought today.
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4 4
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4



What features does this phone have? 5 5 5



This model's best feature is its small size. The best feature is its excellent sound quality. All our phones are very user-friendly.



5



Is there a wide range of color choices? Yes, the range of colors is infinite! The range of color choices is unlimited! If you wanted a particular color, we would find it for you!



6



6 6 6



Oh, right.



7



Oh, right.



7



Oh, right.



7



Does this model connect to the Internet? If you wanted that feature, you would have to buy a different model. No, if you wanted that service, you would have to buy another model. You would have to buy another model if you wanted that feature.



7



That's great. That's great. That's great.



What does the warranty cover? 8 8 8



If someone stole your phone, we would replace it for free. We would replace your phone if you lost it. Athena would replace your phone for free if someone stole it.



8



How long is the warranty valid? The warranty is valid for nine months. Our warranty is valid for twelve months. Athena's warranty is valid for one year.



9



9 9 9



And how much does this phone cost? This model is on sale for $59.95. It's on sale today for only $59.95. For $59.95, you can't find a better phone.
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That's a great deal. That's a great deal. That's a great deal.



10 10 10
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10



I'd like to buy one! If you bought two, we would give you a 30% discount. We would give you 30% off if you bought two. Athena would give you an extra discount if you bought two.



11



No thanks, one phone is enough. No thanks, one phone is enough. No thanks, one phone is enough.



Do you have a mailing list I can join? 12 12 12



Just sign here to join our mailing list. Write your address here to join our mailing list. Of course, just write your name here.



12



Thank you very much! If you have time, please fill out this survey. Please fill out this survey if you have time. Can you fill out this questionnaire if you have a minute?



Sure, no problem. Sorry, but I don't have time. Sure, no problem.



Word Association [2 exercises] 1



Match the words from the dialogue with their synonyms on the right. commercial feature questionnaire



2



11 11 11



advertisement attribute survey



Match the words from the dialogue with their synonyms on the right. standard infinite different



general unlimited another



Word Pronunciation [18 word(s)] ad to approach case choice commercial feature to fill out for free infinite mailing list questionnaire range
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to replace standard survey unlimited user-friendly valid



The Right Word with speech recognition [3 exercises] 1



If you wanted an Internet feature, you would have to buy a different model. did been are is Sequence of tenses with 'if'



2



The warranty covers loss of your phone. valids features connects steals



3



The warranty on your phone is valid for twelve months. more stole saw buy



Sentence Pronunciation [36 sentence(s)] This is our standard cell phone. Sure, this is our most basic cell phone. Yes, this is our most popular model. Yes, we advertise a lot on TV. Athena often advertises on TV. We have a lot of ads on TV. If you bought this model, you would also receive free calling time. Yes, and if you bought today, we would also give you free calling time. We would also give you free calling time if you bought today. This model's best feature is its small size. The best feature is its excellent sound quality. All our phones are very user-friendly. Yes, the range of colors is infinite! The range of color choices is unlimited! If you wanted a particular color, we would find it for you! If you wanted that feature, you would have to buy a different model. No, if you wanted that service, you would have to buy another model. You would have to buy another model if you wanted that feature. If someone stole your phone, we would replace it for free. We would replace your phone if you lost it. Athena would replace your phone for free if someone stole it. The warranty is valid for nine months. Our warranty is valid for twelve months. Athena's warranty is valid for one year. This model is on sale for $59.95. It's on sale today for only $59.95. For $59.95, you can't find a better phone. If you bought two, we would give you a 30% discount. We would give you 30% off if you bought two.
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Athena would give you an extra discount if you bought two. Just sign here to join our mailing list. Write your address here to join our mailing list. Of course, just write your name here. If you have time, please fill out this survey. Please fill out this survey if you have time. Can you fill out this questionnaire if you have a minute?



Dialogue: Expression [1 exercises] 1



[A customer approaches your stand at the trade fair.] Hello. I'm thinking about buying a new cell phone. Can you tell me about this model? This is our standard cell phone. Sure, this is our most basic cell phone. Yes, this is our most popular model.



2



2 2 2



I saw your commercial on TV last week. 3 3 3



Yes, we advertise a lot on TV. Athena often advertises on TV. We have a lot of ads on TV.



3



The commercial said your phones come with a free case. 4



If you bought this model, you would also receive free calling time. Yes, and if you bought today, we would also give you free calling time. We would also give you free calling time if you bought today.



4



4 4



What features does this phone have? 5 5 5



This model's best feature is its small size. The best feature is its excellent sound quality. All our phones are very user-friendly.



5



Is there a wide range of color choices? Yes, the range of colors is infinite! The range of color choices is unlimited! If you wanted a particular color, we would find it for you!
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That's great. That's great. That's great.



6 6 6
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Does this model connect to the Internet? If you wanted that feature, you would have to buy a different model. No, if you wanted that service, you would have to buy another model. You would have to buy another model if you wanted that feature.



7



Oh, right.



7



Oh, right.



7



Oh, right.



7



What does the warranty cover? 8 8 8



If someone stole your phone, we would replace it for free. We would replace your phone if you lost it. Athena would replace your phone for free if someone stole it.



8



How long is the warranty valid? The warranty is valid for nine months. Our warranty is valid for twelve months. Athena's warranty is valid for one year.



9



And how much does this phone cost? This model is on sale for $59.95. It's on sale today for only $59.95. For $59.95, you can't find a better phone.



10



That's a great deal. That's a great deal. That's a great deal.



10 10 10



No thanks, one phone is enough. No thanks, one phone is enough. No thanks, one phone is enough.



11 11 11



I'd like to buy one! If you bought two, we would give you a 30% discount. We would give you 30% off if you bought two. Athena would give you an extra discount if you bought two.



11



9 9 9



Do you have a mailing list I can join? 12 12 12



Just sign here to join our mailing list. Write your address here to join our mailing list. Of course, just write your name here.
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12



Thank you very much! If you have time, please fill out this survey. Please fill out this survey if you have time. Can you fill out this questionnaire if you have a minute?



Sure, no problem. Sorry, but I don't have time. Sure, no problem.



Key grammar explanations [1 grammar point(s)] 1



'Should' and 'ought to': advice
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Grammar Practice [6 exercises] 1



Make the following sentences negative. Example: They should increase



They shouldn't increase



I should propose



I shouldn't propose I should not propose



we should offer



we shouldn't offer we should not offer



you should have



you shouldn't have you should not have



he should pay



he shouldn't pay he should not pay



she should guarantee



she shouldn't guarantee she should not guarantee



it should be



it shouldn't be it should not be



'Should' and 'ought to': advice



2



Reformulate as in the example. Example: he shouldn't buy



he should buy



she shouldn't own



she should own



they shouldn't see



they should see



I shouldn't consider



I should consider



we shouldn't send



we should send



you shouldn't do



you should do



it shouldn't need



it should need



'Should' and 'ought to': advice
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3



Give the preterite of the following verbs. Example: to lose



lost



to see



saw



to steal



stole



to give



gave



to buy



bought



to pay



paid



to choose



chose



Irregular verbs



4



Reformulate as in the example. Example: chose



to choose



lost



to lose



bought



to buy



sold



to sell



stole



to steal



saw



to see



paid



to pay



Irregular verbs



5



Give the preterite of the following verbs. Example: he pays



he paid



they advertise



they advertised



she sees



she saw



I receive



I received



you steal



you stole



it costs



it cost



we lose



we lost



Construction of the preterite
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Irregular verbs
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6



Conjugate as in the example. Example: the customer bought



the customer buys



the phone cost



the phone costs



the discount was



the discount is



someone stole



someone steals



I lost



I lose



people saw



people see



the sales rep told



the sales rep tells



Irregular verbs



Sentence Practice [14 exercises] 1



Make the following sentences negative. Example: You should consider him.



You shouldn't consider him.



She should represent her company.



She shouldn't represent her company. She should not represent her company.



They should buy a sample.



They shouldn't buy a sample. They should not buy a sample.



We should make this cheaper.



We shouldn't make this cheaper. We should not make this cheaper.



'Should' and 'ought to': advice
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2



Make the following sentences negative. Example: You should consider him.



You shouldn't consider him.



They should do business together.



They shouldn't do business together. They should not do business together.



You should stock their latest model.



You shouldn't stock their latest model. You should not stock their latest model.



We should get in touch.



We shouldn't get in touch. We should not get in touch.



'Should' and 'ought to': advice



3



Reformulate as in the example. Example: If you (to buy / bought) this model, you would receive free calling time.



If you bought this model, you would receive free calling time.



If you (to want / wanted) that feature, you would have to buy another model.



If you wanted that feature, you would have to buy another model. If you wanted that feature, you'd have to buy another model.



If someone (stole / to steal) your phone, we would replace it for free.



If someone stole your phone, we would replace it for free. If someone stole your phone, we'd replace it for free.



If you (to buy / bought) two, we would give you a 30% discount.



If you bought two, we would give you a 30% discount. If you bought two, we would give you a thirty percent discount. If you bought 2, we'd give you a 30% discount. If you bought 2, we'd give you a thirty percent discount.



Sequence of tenses with 'if'
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4



Conjugate as in the example. Example: If you (to want) that service, you would have to buy another model.



If you wanted that service, you would have to buy another model.



If they (to advertise) on TV, more people would buy their products.



If they advertised on TV, more people would buy their products.



If this model (to connect) to the Internet, I would buy it.



If this model connected to the Internet, I would buy it. If this model connected to the Internet, I'd buy it.



If he (to join) the mailing list, he would receive information.



If he joined the mailing list, he would receive information. If he joined the mailing list, he'd receive information.



Sequence of tenses with 'if'



5



Conjugate as in the example. Example: If you (to buy) this model, you would receive free calling time.



If you bought this model, you would receive free calling time.



If I (to lose) my phone, the company would replace it for free.



If I lost my phone, the company would replace it for free.



If I (to have) time, I would fill out the survey.



If I had time, I would fill out the survey. If I had time, I'd fill out the survey.



If people (to see) the ads, they would buy the products.



If people saw the ads, they would buy the products. If people saw the ads, they'd buy the products.



Sequence of tenses with 'if'
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6



Reformulate as in the example. Example: If you bought two, ... (we / to give you a 30% discount)



we would give you a 30% discount.



If this model had an Internet feature, ... (I / to buy it)



I would buy it. I'd buy it.



If she bought the phone, ... (she / to receive a free case)



she would receive a free case. she'd receive a free case.



If we advertised on TV, ... (we / to sell more phones)



we would sell more phones. we'd sell more phones.



Sequence of tenses with 'if'



7



Reformulate as in the example. Example: If you bought two, ... (we / to give you a 30% discount)



we would give you a 30% discount.



If I had time, ... (I / to fill out the survey)



I would fill out the survey. I'd fill out the survey.



If you wanted a particular color, ... (we / to find it for you)



we would find it for you. we'd find it for you.



If they joined the mailing list, ... (they / to receive a catalog)



they would receive a catalog. they'd receive a catalog.



Sequence of tenses with 'if'
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8



Reformulate as in the example. Example: If you bought this model, ... (you / to receive free calling time)



you'd receive free calling time.



If you saw the commercial, ... (you / to want to buy it)



you'd want to buy it. you would want to buy it.



If someone stole your phone, ... (we / to replace it)



we'd replace it. we would replace it.



If you gave him a 30% discount, ... (he / to buy the phone)



he'd buy the phone. he would buy the phone.



Sequence of tenses with 'if'



9



Reformulate as in the example. Example: If we gave you a 30% discount, ... (you / to buy it)



would you buy it?



If you wanted to buy a phone, ... (you / to buy the standard model)



would you buy the standard model?



If I bought the phone, ... (you / to give me free calling time)



would you give me free calling time?



If she lost her phone, ... (the warranty / to cover it)



would the warranty cover it?



Sequence of tenses with 'if'



10



Reformulate as in the example. Example: If we gave you a 30% discount, ... (you / to buy it)



would you buy it?



If we advertised on TV, ... (we / to increase sales)



would we increase sales?



If someone stole my phone, ... (you / to replace it)



would you replace it?



If the basic model was cheaper, ... (we / to sell more of them)



would we sell more of them?



Sequence of tenses with 'if'
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Reformulate as in the example. Example: You buy two. We give you a 30% discount.



If you bought two, we would give you a 30% discount.



You want a red phone. We find one for you.



If you wanted a red phone, we would find one for you. If you wanted a red phone, we'd find one for you. We would find one for you if you wanted a red phone. We'd find one for you if you wanted a red phone.



Someone steals your phone. We replace it.



If someone stole your phone, we would replace it. If someone stole your phone, we'd replace it. We would replace your phone if someone stole it. We'd replace your phone if someone stole it.



You lose your phone. The warranty covers it.



If you lost your phone, the warranty would cover it. The warranty would cover it if you lost your phone.



Sequence of tenses with 'if'
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Reformulate as in the example. Example: You buy two. We give you a 30% discount.



If you bought two, we'd give you a 30% discount.



They see the commercial. They buy our products.



If they saw the commercial, they'd buy our products. If they saw the commercial, they would buy our products. They'd buy our products if they saw the commercial. They would buy our products if they saw the commercial.



You want the Internet feature. You have to buy a different model.



If you wanted the Internet feature, you'd have to buy a different model. If you wanted the Internet feature, you would have to buy a different model. You'd have to buy a different model if you wanted the Internet feature. You would have to buy a different model if you wanted the Internet feature.



It costs less. I buy it.



If it cost less, I'd buy it. If it cost less, I would buy it. I'd buy it if it cost less. I would buy it if it cost less.



Sequence of tenses with 'if'
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Reformulate as in the example. Example: You have more money. You buy a different model.



If you had more money, would you buy a different model?



I want a particular color. They find it for me.



If I wanted a particular color, would they find it for me? Would they find it for me if I wanted a particular color?



He joins the mailing list. They send him a brochure.



If he joined the mailing list, would they send him a brochure? Would they send him a brochure if he joined the mailing list?



She buys today. She receives free calling time.



If she bought today, would she receive free calling time? Would she receive free calling time if she bought today?



Sequence of tenses with 'if'



14



Reformulate as in the example. Example: You have more money. You buy a different model.



If you had more money, would you buy a different model?



Someone steals my phone. The warranty is valid.



If someone stole my phone, would the warranty be valid? Would the warranty be valid if someone stole my phone?



I lose my phone. The warranty covers it.



If I lost my phone, would the warranty cover it? Would the warranty cover my phone if I lost it?



The phone is user-friendly. You buy it.



If the phone was user-friendly, would you buy it? Would you buy it if the phone was user-friendly? If the phone were user-friendly, would you buy it? Would you buy it if the phone were user-friendly?



Sequence of tenses with 'if'



Mystery Phrase [2 exercises] 1



Synonym of 'an advertisement.' commercial
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Synonym of 'general.' standard



Dialogue: Comprehension [1 exercises] 1



[A customer approaches your stand at the trade fair.] Hello. I'm thinking about buying a new cell phone. Can you tell me about this model? This is our standard cell phone. Sure, this is our most basic cell phone. Yes, this is our most popular model. Thank you, can I have a catalog, too? Do you have this year's catalog? May I see a demonstration of this one? You should make the screen bigger. Yes, can I see a demonstration?



2



Of course. Of course. No problem. We're working on that. No problem.



I saw your commercial on TV last week. Yes, we advertise a lot on TV. Athena often advertises on TV. We have a lot of ads on TV. May I see a demonstration of this one? No, if you wanted that service, you would have to buy another model. We would replace your phone if you lost it. Yes, can I take a catalog as well? Is everything on sale?



3



2 2 2



3 3 3 No problem. Oh, right.



Of course. It's all on sale.



The commercial said your phones come with a free case. If you bought this model, you would also receive free calling time. Yes, and if you bought today, we would also give you free calling time. We would also give you free calling time if you bought today. Robin de Boer, nice to meet you, Jessica. Can you give me a demonstration? It was nice to meet you, Ms. Saidman. Actually, I own a retail store in Berlin. How much is this model?
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4 4 4



No problem. It was nice to meet you, too. Goodbye. Only $299.
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What features does this phone have? This model's best feature is its small size. The best feature is its excellent sound quality. All our phones are very user-friendly. Do you have this year's catalog? I think the screen should be clearer. This phone should have a larger screen. I'm Mark Roberts, representing Polo Phones. Thank you, can I have a catalog, too?



5



Of course. We're working on that. We're working on that. Of course.



Is there a wide range of color choices? Yes, the range of colors is infinite! The range of color choices is unlimited! If you wanted a particular color, we would find it for you! You should make the screen bigger. Yes, can I take a catalog as well? Alex Uhlmann, pleasure to meet you. Thank you, can I have a catalog, too? Can you give me a demonstration?



6



5 5 5



That's great. That's great. That's great. We're working on that. Of course.



6 6 6



Of course. No problem.



Does this model connect to the Internet? If you wanted that feature, you would have to buy a different model. No, if you wanted that service, you would have to buy another model. You would have to buy another model if you wanted that feature. No, I own a retail store in Amsterdam. I'm Mark Roberts, representing Polo Phones. We have a lot of ads on TV. I look forward to doing business together. Is everything on sale?
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Oh, right.



7



Oh, right.



7



Oh, right.



7



Me, too. Goodbye. It's all on sale.
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What does the warranty cover? If someone stole your phone, we would replace it for free. We would replace your phone if you lost it. Athena would replace your phone for free if someone stole it. You should make the screen bigger. Yes, can I take a catalog as well? How much is this model? I like this new model. Is everything on sale?



8



We're working on that. Of course. Only $299. That one's just $299. It's all on sale.



How long is the warranty valid? The warranty is valid for nine months. Our warranty is valid for twelve months. Athena's warranty is valid for one year. It was nice to meet you, Ms. Saidman. Alex Uhlmann, pleasure to meet you. I think the screen should be clearer. May I see a demonstration of this one? The range of color choices is unlimited!



9



8 8 8



9 9 9 It was nice to meet you, too. Goodbye. We're working on that. No problem. That's great.



And how much does this phone cost? This model is on sale for $59.95. It's on sale today for only $59.95. For $59.95, you can't find a better phone. We have a lot of ads on TV. Sure, this is our most basic cell phone. I own a chain of retail stores in Great Britain. There is a lot of competition in our domestic market. Can you fill out this questionnaire if you have a minute?
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That's a great deal. That's a great deal. That's a great deal.



10 10 10



Sure, no problem.
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I'd like to buy one! If you bought two, we would give you a 30% discount. We would give you 30% off if you bought two. Athena would give you an extra discount if you bought two. There is a lot of competition in our domestic market. You should make the screen bigger. Robin de Boer, nice to meet you, Jessica. I own a chain of retail stores in Great Britain. Alex Uhlmann, pleasure to meet you.



11



11 11 11



We're working on that.



Do you have a mailing list I can join? Just sign here to join our mailing list. Write your address here to join our mailing list. Of course, just write your name here. If you wanted that feature, you would have to buy a different model. Thank you, can I have a catalog, too? I own a chain of retail stores in Great Britain. Athena's warranty is valid for one year. This is our standard cell phone.



12



No thanks, one phone is enough. No thanks, one phone is enough. No thanks, one phone is enough.



12 12 12 Oh, right. Of course.



Thank you very much! If you have time, please fill out this survey. Please fill out this survey if you have time. Can you fill out this questionnaire if you have a minute? This is our standard cell phone. If someone stole your phone, we would replace it for free. No, if you wanted that service, you would have to buy another model. Actually, I own a retail store in Berlin. Yes, this is our most popular model.
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Sure, no problem. Sorry, but I don't have time. Sure, no problem.



Oh, right.
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Key grammar explanations [2 grammar point(s)] 1



The sequence of tenses
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Emphatic 'do'



Mystery Phrase [6 exercises] 1



Family name. last name



2



To envelop in paper or plastic. wrap



3



Article used for cleaning the teeth. toothbrush



4



To report. declare



5



A medicine to be swallowed. pill



6



A list of medicines given by a doctor. prescription
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Cultural Texts [1 cultural text(s)] 1



Alcatraz Alcatraz / prison / federal prison / criminals / Al Capone / prison warden / James Johnson / escape attempts / The Rock



Behind bars The island of Alcatraz, near San Francisco, is famous for its prison. The prison is now closed, but it had a reputation as being one of the toughest prisons in the world! Between 1934 and 1963, Alcatraz was a federal prison. Inside, you could find some of the worst criminals in America, such as Al Capone and Robert Stroud. You could also find the toughest prison warden, James Johnson. Johnson, who retired in 1948, demanded silence at all times in the prison, which many prisoners found extremely difficult! There were fourteen escape attempts from Alcatraz, involving thirty-four men, but none were successful. Its geographic location made escape difficult, as it was surrounded completely by water. This is why people refer to Alcatraz as 'The Rock.' Today, Alcatraz Island is a popular tourist destination, and the former prison can be visited all year round.



Riddles [4 exercises] 1



Which famous prison was close to San Francisco? Alcatraz Hints: It is now closed. Al Capone did time here. It is on an island. Cultural text: Alcatraz (Geography )



2



What type of prison did Alcatraz become in 1934? A federal prison Hints: It stopped being this in 1963. America's most notorious criminals stayed here. This type of prison begins with 'F.' Cultural text: Alcatraz (Geography )
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Who retired as Alcatraz prison warden in 1948? James Johnson Hints: He was a very tough prison warden. He demanded silence at all times. Both of his names begin with 'J.' Cultural text: Alcatraz (Geography )



4



What is another name for Alcatraz prison? The Rock Hints: It is called this because of its geographical position. It is called this because it is surrounded by water. It begins with 'R.' Cultural text: Alcatraz (Geography )
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ADVANCED UNIT 6 (B2) 

accommodation building cheesecake diner driver's license friendly to get lost hostel monument museum neighborhood rest room sightseeing skyscraper snack.










 








advanced unit 4 (b2) 

Advanced Unit 4a (18 activity (ies) 01:57:58) ..... America had recovered from economic crisis, but the Depression served as a lesson to future .... Page 24/47 ...










 








ADVANCED UNIT 7 (B2) 

carry along. Dialogue: ...... take a vacation ..... Yellowstone was declared the world's first national park in 1872. ... These geysers are evidence of volcanic activity.










 








advanced unit 3 (b2) 

Could I have a window seat, please? Of course, sir. 4. 4 ...... Sorry? 2. Excuse me, I didn't understand. 2. Would you repeat, please? 2. 2. I asked you for your ...










 








ADVANCED UNIT 2 (B2) 

Picture/Word Association with speech recognition [3 exercises]. 1 a driver a teacher a passenger an artist a surfer ... Construction of the present conditional Regular superlatives. Text Transformation [1 .... This town is in Michigan. The Cadillac .










 








BEGINNER UNIT 5 (B2) 

I'm answering your stupid questions! 13 ... Word Pronunciation - body parts [21 word(s)] leg .... Picture/Word Association with speech recognition [2 exercises]. 1.










 








INTERMEDIATE UNIT 5 (B2) 

New York is a great place to mix business and pleasure. 4. Well, I hope it ... I didn't realize you rented out cars. Oh, yes! But under our subsidiary's name. 9. 8.










 








expert unit 5 (b2) 

fast slow. 2 a meeting a lunch break an annual fee a phone bill a good rate ..... Sometimes when I'm downloading programs. 5. 5 ...... trigger off a third world war!










 








ADVANCED UNIT 5 (B3) 

Could I have a window seat, please? Of course ... How do I get to gate E43? 13 ..... Sorry? 2. Excuse me, I didn't understand. 2. Would you repeat, please? 2. 2.










 








INTERMEDIATE PLUS UNIT 5 (B2) 

A rise in body temperature above the normal level. fever. 2 ...... Hot dogs. 4. According to the video, what are some millionaires reputed to do? Burn cash.










 








EXPERT UNIT 3 (B2) 

1. [You meet a saleswoman to discuss computers.] Do you like these new German computers? German computers ..... Yes, the instruction manual must be ready before April. I know. 4 ...... If you order online, we will install a free DVD player.










 








EXPERT UNIT 7 (B2) 

Then you call the first name on the list. "DENTON Company, good morning." I'd like to talk with the person in charge of purchases. That's Mr. Lee; I will put you ...










 








INTERMEDIATE UNIT 7 (B2) 

Would you give me your company name and address? 6. Can I have your company name and address? 6. 4. The name is Boardman. I'm sorry, can you repeat ...










 








BEGINNER UNIT 3 (B2) 

Put the words from the text in the corresponding categories. ... beach in the afternoon, and then go dancing at night. The best ...... leave your dog in a kennel. 8.










 








INTERMEDIATE UNIT 2 (B2) 

What's the weather going to be like this weekend? 3. Do you ... Tomorrow, Friday, is going to be the same as today. ... Why don't you go canoeing next weekend? ...... that song. Regular superlatives. Relative pronouns and adverbs. 3 a dog.










 








BEGINNER UNIT 7 (B2) 

In the living room. 3 ..... 16 A rise in body temperature above the normal level. fever ..... It's well known that only dogs would play and fight for a piece of wood.










 








intermediate unit 4 (b2) 

I'm ordering ice cream for the kids. Who are you ordering ice cream for? We should ...... General Motors continue to dominate the market. Riddles [6 exercises]. 1.










 








EXPERT UNIT 1 (B2) 

Hello, Malpass Consulting. How can I help ... What would you like to know about the conference? ... Could you give me the details of the conference next week?










 








intermediate unit 1 (b2) 

My name is Peter Green. Nice to meet .... I'm afraid he's been called away on urgent business. 4. He should ..... seems that every task in this company is urgent!










 








EXPERT UNIT 4 (B2) 

Expert Unit 4a (21 activity (ies) 02:14:04). Keywords [17 ... You have just started working for Andrew & Co. in Boston where you are in charge of a new product. What will .... (the trade papers). The trade papers gave the product high marks. Use of t










 








INTERMEDIATE UNIT 6 (B2) 

2. 2. We're having a few problems with one of the networks you installed for us. What seems to ... Several hospitals use our equipment without any problems. 4. 4 .... quite large quite tall ...... Well, I'd say around ten thousand dollars. .... The o










 








intermediate unit 3 (b2) 

Definite and indefinite articles. The difference between 'a' and 'an'. 4. Form a question based on the final part of the sentence. Example: We don't have much ...










 








expert unit 6 (b2) 

400,360 eight hundred thousand, nine hundred and eleven. 800,911 ..... change the villas' surnames. 8. What is meant by 'amendments'?. Changes. Spelling ...










 








EXPERT UNIT 2 (B2) 

What do you do? I'm a consultant. That's a good job. 9. I'm a systems engineer. 9. I'm a technical salesman. 9. 9. How long have you been with this company?
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